
Full or Random Exposure,  
High or Low Sheen
Full exposure is where the surface is ground to see the full 
stone. Random exposure requires less surface grinding so 
high spots of the concrete surface reveal some stone and 
low spots reveal little stone exposure. 

A high sheen finish will give you an almost mirror-like finish, 
with optimum light reflection, thus saving on energy costs. 

A low sheen finish will create moderate light reflectivity  
but still with low maintenance and ease of cleaning. 

32 Silvermist 32 Summit Std White32 Snowstone Std White

32 GWW Hometech 32 Mitchell Std White 32 Montquartz 8% Storm Cloud

32 Point Leo 32 GWW Richfield 32 GWW Tynong

Polished Internal Mixes



32 Snow Stone 5 Kg White

32 Selby 5 Kg White 32 Selby 32 Point Leo

32 Silvermist

32 Ardoyne 5kg White 32 GWW Hometech 32 House Std Black

Add
instant value

to your property

www.mentonepremix.com.au

Your mix design

Pavillion External Mixes

18-20 Shearson Crescent
Mentone 3194

Phone: 9584 2863 Fax: 9585 3444
Email: sales@mentonepremix.com.au

www.mentonepremix.com.au

DISCLAIMER 
Aggregates used in Exposed Aggregates Concrete and or Polished Concrete are natural products and can vary in colour, shape and size. These changes can also change  
the shade of the concrete matrix. Any sample of aggregates or finished product shown to you are only indicative and illustrative of the type of finish to be achieved  
and no guarantee is given that the finished product will conform to these samples.

32 Hamptons Mix Silver Ghost



Add
instant value

to your property

www.mentonepremix.com.au



Mentone Pre Mix, Melbourne’s premier specialty concrete company,  
has the largest range of exposed aggregate in Victoria. 

To assist you with choosing the mix that will enhance your property features we 
have over 50 aggregate mixes on display at our Mentone Pre Mix showroom.  
We also have an extensive database of properties all over Melbourne featuring  
our mixes so we can showcase the mix you like.

Mentone Pre Mix uses locally sourced products to ensure we keep our prices competitive and affordable for everyone  
to achieve a beautiful driveway or entertainment area. If you require something more unique, we will source materials  
as requested and personalise a mix design for you.

Types of finishes
Water Wash Finish
Ideal for driveways, pool surrounds and 
pathways, the water wash finish is a cost 
effective hard wearing surface.

Grinding and Polishing Finish
More refined than terrazzo flooring, our grinding 
and polishing finish is suitable for internal floors 
and outdoor covered areas. The concrete 
surface is ground and buffed to give you  
a mirror-like finish.

You Yang

Tambo Third 5% York

Richfield Snowstone Std White Sunrise

Burrindi Woodlands 5kg White Glenelg

Off White Based Exposed Aggregate



Your mix design

GWW Bluerock

Silvermist Sunset Hamptons Mix Silver Ghost

Frans GWW Hometech Labasa

Balcombe Bucchan Davey

Grey Based Exposed Aggregate



• Mentone Pre Mix is a family business where you can talk directly to the people who design the mixes
• Extensive product range with over 200 designs of Exposed Aggregate to choose from
• We can customise designs to suit your needs should you desire
• Over 60 years experience in Exposed Aggregate, Coloured Concrete, and Polished Concrete
• Our product knowledge and design capabilities are unparalleled in the industry
• We have a group of very loyal and professional Concretors to apply our products
• At Mentone Pre Mix we pride ourselves on our customer service
• You can view our products that have been applied in previous projects

Quality Control
At Mentone Pre Mix we pride ourselves on supplying the highest quality of products and service available.  
Each batch of concrete is delicately put together using the finest tolerances in the industry.

Our experience combined with our state of the art batching plant, modern fleet of delivery vehicles  
                    and motivated team of employees ensures our products are second to none.

Starnight 10% Std Black

Purtel Std Black Ruskin Storm Cloud Yarrabee 2% Bluestone

Macquarie Std Black Montquartz 8% Storm Cloud Montrose Std Black

Batman Std Black Batquartz Std Black LBmix Std Black

Black Based Exposed Aggregate


